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ABSTRACT 

 
Cryptocurrency cannot be used as a means of payment(standard of deferred payment or 

medium of exchange), as it is not considered fiat money. Its value ‘votality’ has been 

criticized as a setback for being used as a means of payment. Virtual currency that held ICO is 

not a payment method, but, to be precise, treated as financial products. Even the first real-world 

bitcoin transaction, in which bitcoin was used to purchase pizzas, was a third party transaction. 

This is same for other virtual currencies. 

 
INSTACOIN will be the first coin to replace credit card as a means of payment. INSTACOIN 

creates a virtual currency ecosystem through InstaPay’s O2O mPayment Platform. While 

votality issue remains to be overcome, we hold positive outlook on alternative approaches that we 

have envisioned. INSTACOIN will evolve into an innovative cryptocurrency that will 

eventually replace credit and debit cards that have been the dominant payment method up to 

this point. 

 
InstaPay is an O2O mPaymnet Platform that will expand INSTACOIN ecosystem. It will create 

coin ecosystem without intermediaries such as card and retail in O2O Commerce, MBPP, 

Home Shopping, Game, etc. INSTACOIN ICO, a reverse ICO, will be used equivalently with 

cash as payment method in InstaPay, providing differentiated user experience from any other 

coins and tokens. 

 
INSTACOIN is... 

 
1. Reverse ICO: Cryptocurrency available for immediate use on InstaPay 

2. Alternative Payment Method: Payment method that will replace credit cards 

3. Payment Ecosystem: Payment method for InstaPay-O2O mPayment Platform 
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The PROBLEM 

 
1. Centralized Payment System 

 

Payment is a centralized system. Credit card, the most prevalent payment system that connects 

users and merchants, involves a convoluted hardware system that includes high processing 

fees and payment terminals. ACH(Automated Clearing House) run by central bank for net 

settlements among banks is such example. 

 
2. High Transaction Fees on Merchants and Users 

 

With global franchise system, MasterCard and VISA Card receive franchise fees from local 

issuers, creating an overlapping centralized structure around them. 

Each credit card needs to build a separate POS and hold a private network. By granting users to 

purchase without immediate cash payment, card places the expenses that occur in the process 

on the users and merchants. In short, it is not a sustainable system as a payment method in the 

long run. 

 
3. Transactions Limited by Intermediaries(credit card company) 

 

Due to the complication of its hardware system and high transaction fees, cards are not 

frequently used in traditional markets, small businesses, direct transactions, etc. These 

merchants are excluded in the prevailing card system. Instead, the universal use of credit card 

has dominated direct transactions between producers and consumers and incentivized 

monopolistic transactions with distributors as intermediaries. Businesses are pressed to join 

the costly credit card system, as non-member stores have significant disadvantages in profit 

compared to merchant stores given the dominant number of consumers who purchase via 

credit card. Consequently, cost of production became producers’ concern and price became 

consumers’. 

Fiat money reduced transaction costs  and  increased  transaction  convenience of commodity 

money, and while credit card system maximized convenience, it once again raised the costs of 

transaction. The value and profits collected from merchants and users by MasterCard and 

VISA Card’s centralized payment system are reapportioned to the management of the card 
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companies. 

Likewise, whereas, as a medium of exchange, fiat money extended convenience, possibilities, 

and participants of transaction, credit card reduced the participants back and reorganized the 

business transaction around its networks. Internet provided  a new market for MasterCard and 

VISA Card and united the  world as one borderless market. Eventually, internet’s data-

sharing became monopolized by the centralized global card system and centralized platform 

corporates such as Google. 

 
4. Over-reliance on Credit Card 

 

Current payment methods are fiat money and its equivalents(deposit, digital cash, check, etc.), 

credit card, electronic prepayment means, and so on. Business enterprises that meet certain 

basic conditions can deposit cash at the face value and use digital currency and electronic 

prepayment means as payment methods. Given the complicated procedure of depositing cash, 

they are practically not used for payments. 

Incentive programs such as reward points, gift cards, and mileage have long been actively 

published for each merchant. Uniting such programs presented a practical challenge in that 

each merchant used them for marketing purpose, online/offline and gift-cards/cash-rewards. 

The advent of a hyper-connected society among producer, sellers, shippers, and consumers, 

following the development of business transactions into O2O commerce, has brought 

demands for a new means of data- and value-sharing. We need a new payment platform that 

builds business transactions that directly connect producers and consumers and enables O2O 

commerce as seen in the early days of online shopping more than ever. 

 

⚫ Payment is a centralized system. 

 
⚫ Credit card is a payment method that incurs high transaction expenses. 

 
⚫ While increasing the convenience in payment, credit card takes the users’ and 

merchants’ share through overlapping centralized system. 
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The SOLUTION 

 
1. Blockchain Technology 

 

With blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, we are finally able to solve this problem. 

 
Blockchain technology has unveiled a new solution to the profit exploitation caused by 

aforementioned problems in commerce markets(payment market, O2O Commerce, etc.) such 

as centralized system, excessive commission, and limited means of payment. As Distributed 

Ledger Technology(DLT) allows for dispersion and transparency  of decision-making process, 

credit card companies like MasterCard and VISA Card can no longer monopolize decision-

making and profits through centralized system. 

Through blockchain platform, users and merchants can make decisions without intermediaries 

such as distributors and credit card companies and can exchange cryptocurrency in a 

decentralized manner, eliminating any risk that arises from a centralized system. 

InstaPay will build O2O Commerce Platform without intermediaries by expanding InstaCoin 

ecosystem into O2O Commerce, Game, MBPP, e-Trade Marketplace, and new Escrow & 

Delivery platform applications with the development of payment platform using blockchain 

platform. 

 
2. Virtual Currency as a Means of Payment 

 

With InstaCoin and its platform applications, we can finally solve this problem. 

 

Credit card’s dominance in payment market has facilitated business transactions in some ways. 

However, with a number of interested parties involved such as merchant, card issuer, acquirer, 

and processor, commission rate has increased. Non-member stores, as they would be 

neglected by cardholders and thus lose a considerable portion of customers, were virtually 

forced into joining card system. 

Unlike credit card, virtual currency does not necessitate any special network. Recipient’s 

public key is the only information needed to send virtual 
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money after encoding. The recipient can receive the cryptocurrency by decoding it with 

personal private key. 

Payments through InstaPay do not require any special system other than wallet, though 

occasional additional expenses may incur in cases of preventing virtual currency hacking 

incidents like recent ones by purchasing more secure hard wallet. Besides specific 

transactions that necessitate Liquidity Provider(UPbit, Bithumb, Coinone, etc.), no fee is 

charged for either domestic or international transactions. 

 
3. Payment Structure for Hyper-connected Society: O2O mPayment 

 

With InstaPay and InstaCoin, we can finally solve this problem. 

 

Blockchain technology enables transparent decision-making among sellers, consumers, 

shippers, and recipients that have been divided due to the development of O2O Commerce with 

separate shopping, purchase, and delivery, and allows keeping detailed records of shopping to 

delivery. 

InstaPay built O2O Commerce Platform Application(O2O CPA) using blockchain 

technology from shopping to delivery. InstaPay O2O CPA realized the functions of fraud 

prevention and protection of personal information leakage through registered M2M patent 

and smart contract. As a result, O2O Commerce, including direct transaction between 

individuals, could be activated. 

InstaPay’s decentralized O2O CPA prevents fraudulent transactions and unpredicted losses 

through independent M2M communications between smartphone and purchased goods and 

complete delivery history. 
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INSTACOIN ECOSYSTEM 
 

 

 

 

 
 

[INC ECOSYSTEM] 

 

 

 
1. INSTAPAY 

 

 
 
InstaCoin is used as InstaPay’s payment method. InstaPay app is released during InstaCoin 

ICO, and InstaCoin is issued to its wallet. In short, payment service that uses InstaCoin is 
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being launched. InstaPay, the operator of InstaCoin, is also the most important payment 

platform application. 

InstaCoin ecosystem and InstaPay payment platform mutually integrate with each other and 

create synergy through Liquidity Provider. InstaCoin reduces transactions fees to reflect users’ 

demand and can be used for international transactions, including trade. After meeting InstaPay 

on July 2018, InstaCoin will emerge as the most powerful payment method that replaces credit 

card. 
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2. O2O Commerce(Papp) 
 

 
 

 

InstaPay removes the barriers of time and space in shopping, paying, and delivery. 

Using blockchain and M2M Communication in O2O Commerce, it keeps complete 

records of delivery information in ledger to prevent fraud and protect personal 

information. 

Transactions using SNS such as YouTube and transactions between individuals that use 

blogger are growing rapidly. InstaPay will expand its ecosystem as a virtual currency 

that meets all the conditions as a suitable payment method for the new payment market. 
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3. MBPP(Mobile Bill Presentment & Payment) 
 

 

 
 

 

Biller and payer can directly proceed transaction without the intervention of KFTC, an existing 

intermediary, using blockchain technology. InstaPay’s registered patent for payment system using 

QR Code will play a major role in expanding InstaCoin ecosystem. 

InstaPay will be the agent in processing the tax payments to local governments, including Korean 

Electric Power Corporation, Ministry of Public Administration and Security, and Seoul government. 

We look forward to markedly raising the exchange value for InstaCoin holders by increasing the 

frequency that InstaCoin is utilized in payments for intangible or digital assets among regular 

charges. 
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4. Game, MMORPG & Mobile Game 
 

 

 
 

The first virtual currency appeared in Lineage, an online MMORPG. An economic system 

within the game was built through Adena, the virtual currency. User could purchase item and 

enjoy economic activities through Adena. 

Legal system quickly followed. The rule to oust users caught doing PK was introduced. Before a 

month passed since the service started in 1998, the phenomenon of real money trading to 

purchase Adena with cash has emerged. As Adena was only usable within Lineage, external 

uses, not to mention cash transaction, were more than unexpected. 

As clear in the fact that virtual currency emerged in online game, digital assets hold 

significant meaning to individuals. It provides a platform application in which InstaCoin will 

be majorly used. 

 
5. e-Trade Marketplace 
 

 
 

 

 

 

e-Trade Marketplace provides a platform application that can combine B2C and B2B 

through two-parties trade, as well as multi-party trade platform application. As a multilateral 

trade platform, it will evolve into a global trade platform application that allows mutual 

payments across multinational currencies through 
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cryptocurrency and can resolve customs clearance issue of B2B trade platform. 

 
 

6. Secure Delivery and new Escrow 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Division of shopping, purchase, and delivery in O2O Commerce gave rise to introduction of 

blockchain technology, which enables market transparency, fraud prevention, and M2M 

Escrow. 
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INSTACOIN BLOCKCHAIN 

 
1. Blockchain Technology 

 

The blockchain application is a technology that is a synthesis of past well tested and proven 

technologies. The blockchain technology is designed from a combination of: 

 
□ Computer peer to peer technology 

□ Cryptography Science, PKI 

□ Database system 

 

Blockchain technology enables the  creation  of  decentralized  currencies, self-executing 

digital contracts (smart contracts) and intelligent assets that can be controlled over the 

Internet (smart property). The blockchain also enables the development of new governance 

systems with more democratic or participatory decision-making, and decentralized 

(autonomous) organizations that can operate over a network of computers without any human 

intervention. 

 
The end result is a powerful distributed ledger technology that is immutable and irreversible, 

meaning to say that transactions cannot be changed once signed and transferred. A transaction, 

is therefore, final and there can be no double-spend. 

 
2. Cryptography 

 
2.1 Private and public key 
 

The private key is a random 256-bit integer k. To derive the public key A from it, the 

following steps are taken: 

H(k) = (h0, h1, ..., h511) ① 

a = 2254     + ∑ 2i hi ② 

3≤i≤253 

A = aB ③ 

Since A is a group element it can be encoded into a 256-bit integer A which serves as the 
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public key. 

 

 
3. Proof of Payment for Double Spending Protecting 

 
The blockchain is a powerful distributed ledger technology that is immutable and irreversible, 

meaning to say that transactions cannot be changed once signed and transferred. A transaction, 

is therefore, final and there can be no double-spend. 

 
Double-spend protection is the main reason blockchains exist in the first place. In technical 

terms this means that two valid transactions which spend the same transaction output, will 

conflict and only one can be confirmed in the network. Account based blockchains that allow 

for spending the same amount from the same address multiple times, usually have other 

means to prevent double spending. 

 

 
Proof of Payment is one of proof of stakes: 
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Proof of Payment: Process of Double Spending Protection 
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CRYPTOECONOMY of INSTACOIN 

 
1. What is InstaCoin? 

InstaCoin is a payment method for O2O mPayment Service that builds an innovative coin 

ecosystem without payment intermediaries. 

 

 
2. The Sales Statement 

 
A. The 1st Presale(2018) 

 

START 

BASE PRICE 

TOTALLY RAISED 

: 2018. 5. ~ 12. 

: 1 ETH = 3,000~2,000 INC 

: [             ] ETH 

 
B. The 2nd Presale(2021) 

 
START 

BASE PRICE 

TOTALLY RAISED 

: 2021. 4. ~ 5.15. 

: 1 INC = ₩500(Fiat) 

:  

 
3. InstaCoin Distribution 

 

1 billion INC issued in total is  distributed  as  below  with  consideration  of  contribution  

upto  date,  future  commercialization,   development   schedule,  and  so on. 350 million INC 

is allocated to ICO, 300 million INC to Bounce and Rewards, 200 million INC to InstaPay 

team (including future employees), and 150 million INC to Platform, Technical, and Strategic 

Advisory. 
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4. Fund Distribution 

 
Funds raised by InstaCoin ICO are used as shown: self-development and platform application 

integration of InstaCoin, Marketing, Operation, etc. 
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The TEAM and ADVISORY 

 
1. InstaCoin Team 

 

Jaekwang Bae (CEO & Founder) 

Jaekwang Bae has been one of the leaders in internet governance and innovative venture 

ecosystem. He was a director/audit at NCsoft and Hancom and the general counsel at Naver 

throughout its foundation and IPO. He was also an advisor at several payment companies such 

as Inicis, Danal, and Mobilians. He was the head of the Korea Mall Association and the co-

chairperson of the e-Korea committee, which supervises the Korean government's internet 

policy. As a leader in the area, Bae has made many contributions to establishing Korea’s 

innovation ecosystem, such as developing listing rules and regulations for establishment of the 

KOSDAQ market. He earned his bachelor’s from Seoul National University School of Law and 

passed the 38th Bar Exam. 

 
Kyoungsoo Kim (CPO) 

Kyoungsoo Kim has over 18 years of experience as a web and mobile service business 

developer and UI/UX specialist. He joined InstaPay after 10 years of career at SK 

Communications. Formerly, he co-founded a multimedia education startup with his master's 

program advisor and created the first  functional  game  as  a content creator and product 

manager. He earned M.D. in Cognitive Science at Seoul National University. 

 
Kwang Yeon Won (CCO) 

Kwang Yeon Won oversees digital contents and media platform. He specializes in 

development of synthetical contents by coordinating analytical approach and qualitative 

knowledge. He is the founder of Wikidok, which provides wiki platform service. Previously, 

Won worked for NCsoft and Naver’s search management support team and knowledge 

encyclopedia team. He earned Bachelor’s degree in journalism and Master’s degree in 

political science at Seoul National University. 

 
Sangyeop Kim (Chief Blockchain Architect) 

Sangyeop Kim specializes in InfoSec and Architecture. In the past years, he worked for financial 

companies including KEB Hana Bank. He contributed to the development of Crypto-Market 

and led architecture and implementation of InstaPay’s server, including integration of 
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Payment-gateway with KFTC. He majored in Computer Science at Pusan National University. 

 
Keunhye Lee (Director of Marketing and Communication) 

Keunhye Lee has 15 years’ experience in advertising and marketing communication. After 

graduation, Lee joined Daehong Communications, an advertising marketing agency, as an ad 

creator. Lee participated in many big campaigns in IMC  dimension, with specialization in 

advertising and promotion. Lee majored in industrial design and business administration at 

Seoul National University. 

 
Yewon Yoo (UX and Visual Designer) 

Kyungwon Yang takes charge of design, branding, and UI/UX of InstaPay app and web page. 

She majored in visual design at Parson’s. 
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2. Platform Advisory 

 
(1) Game Platform 

InstaCoin Platform application will build coin ecosystem that embodies a new value sharing 

system. Behind its scene, there will be about twenty specialists including several top-class 

developers: lead developer of The Land of Dangun, the first MUD Game,(Jiho Kim, KAIST), 

lead developer at Andromeda Game(Yangmin Seo, Computer Science at Seoul National 

Univ.), lead developer at Dragon Lab and former CTO at Netmarble(Sungjoon Yoo, 

Computer Science at KAIST), lead developer of Kaiser and CEO of Pathfinder 8(Hyeonseung 

Seo, Computer Science at SNU). 

 
(2) O2O Commerce Platform 

Blockchain will change the market of business transactions. The new form of transactions 

without intermediaries emerges and fraudulent transactions can be prevented. Online 

bookstore(Aladin, Yes24, etc.), Cafe24(Jaesuk Lee), Whois(Cheongjong Lee), online 

multilateral e-Trade marketplace(ecPlaza, Inkyu Park), and Offline Korea Federation of 

Micro Enterprise(Seung Jae Choi) will join the building of the coin ecosystem of the entire 

O2O Commerce Platform. 

 
(3) MBPP Platform 

GIRO, MBPP(Mobile Bill Presentment & Payment) Platform application will be created on 

the basis of our patent. This platform will facilitate bill payments to Korean Electric Power 

Corporation, National Health Insurance Service/Health Insurance Policy Institute, and Seoul 

Municipality, etc. With service starting this July during ICO, INC can be used for payment. This 

will lead the early development of coin ecosystem. 

 
(4) Media Platform 

Platform application ecosystem to be developed around media such as online media, 

YouTube, MCN, TV, etc. Coin ecosystem will expand into media and advertisements created 

by WeeklyDaily(Sejun Kang, ZDnet Korea, Bloter.net and blockchain media. 
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(5) Donation Platform 

Global donation platform application ecosystem will be built with NPO IT Support Center 

LTD.(Founder Jadeok Koo) of which about 1000 non-profit corporations are members and 

The Policy Academy of National Assembly(Founder Jungwoo Shim) that was founded by 

140 National Assembly members. 

 

 
3. Strategic & Technical Advisory 

 
Doohyung Lee 

Legal and institutional advisory for InstaCoin ecosystem development; Specialist in financial 

policy; Former chairman of Securities & Futures Commision of The Credit Finance 

Association; Seoul National University. 

 
Tommy Ryoo (Insoo Ryoo) 

Blockchain Business Specialist; Started career at Hyundai Electronics SW lab; consecutively 

served as Global Business Director at FXGear Inc., a global leading AR/VR technology 

corporation for eight years; Successfully served at various startups of IT Business. Bachelor 

of engineering at Seoul National University. 

 

 
Jiho Kim (Blockchain Architect) 

Jiho Kim is a top-class, first-generation game developer in Korea. While he was attending 

KAIST in the early 90’s, he and his team developed and launched The Land of Dangun, the 

Korea’s first MUD game and the world’s first MOG game that quickly became an 

international hit. He will lead the development and architecture of InstaCoin’s game platform 

blockchain. He earned his bachelor’s in Computer Science from KAIST. 
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The ROADMAP 
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Disclaimer and Risk Disclosure 

 
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE SECTION AND DO NOT TAKE ANY ACTIONS UNTIL YOU FINISH IT. The 

purpose of this whitepaper is to present a summary of INSTACOIN’s business model, value proposition and an introduction to the 

INSTACOIN presale and crowdsale for potential coin purchasers in connection with the proposed token sale. The information set 

forth below may be changed for any reason, may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. 

The sale and purchase of INSTACOIN is governed by the Terms of Sale available on the INSTACOIN website. 

 

If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional 

advisor(s) and immediately navigate away from the INSTACOIN website and do not contribute to the development of INSTACOIN. 

 

This whitepaper does not purport to be all-inclusive or contain all information that you may desire   in    examining the project. 

This  white  paper’s sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to you in order for you to determine whether 

to undertake a thorough analysis of the project and the company with the intent of acquiring INCs. PURCHASE OF INCs 

INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK, AND YOU SHOULD NOT SPEND ANY FUNDS IN THIS PRESALE & 

CROWDSALE UNLESS YOU CAN AFFORD TO LOSE YOUR ENTIRE 

AMOUNT SPENT. Please refer to the Terms of Sale for a more comprehensive list of possible risks concerning the INCs purchase. 

All information and content provided in this whitepaper is to be used on an “as is” basis. In making a decision to purchase INCs, 

you must rely on your own examination of the project and the terms thereof, including the merits and all different risks involved. 

Prior to making a decision regarding the purchase of INCs, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional 

advisor(s), as to all matters concerning this purchase, and carefully review and consider this entire whitepaper. You and other 

prospective token purchasers are encouraged to ask questions about INSTACOIN, its business and the Terms of Sale of the 

crowdsale, and to request such data as may be necessary to enable you to make an informed purchase decision. 

 

Nothing in this whitepaper, on the INC website or in the Terms of Sale will be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a 

solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any 

jurisdiction. If you decide to purchase INCs, please note that your purchase does not involve the exchange of cryptocurrencies 

for any form of securities, investment units and/or form of ordinary or other shares in Instapay or any other company. 

Furthermore, you as an INC holder do not receive any form of dividend or other revenue right that is guaranteed or participate in 

profit sharing scheme nor receive any right of ownership in InstaPay Inc. or any right to participate in the management of InstaPay 

Inc. It is for these reasons that we believe that INCs are not securities and may be purchased by anyone. If you determine that 

INCs may constitute securities subject to regulation in any country, we strongly advise you not to acquire them and suggest you 

immediately notify us of the possible risks. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or 

regulations of any jurisdiction that are designed to protect investors. 

 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this whitepaper. No such action has been or 

will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination 

of this whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. No financial 

information contained in this whitepaper has been audited. 
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InstaPay, its founders, team members and any third party involved in INSTACOIN project do not warrant or assume any legal 

liability arising out of or related to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material contained in this whitepaper or any 

accompanied material or statements. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, InstaPay, 

INSTACOIN and Startup Alliance LTD.(SA), its founders, team members 

and any third party involved in the INSTACOIN project will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or 

other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of 

use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof, or any 

accompanied material, statements or information provided on the INSTACOIN website by you. 

 

All statements, estimates, and financial information contained in this whitepaper, on the INSTACOIN website, in press releases or in 

any other place, accessible by the public, and oral statements that may be made by InstaPay, SA, its founders, team members and any 

third party involved in the INSTACOIN project and acting on behalf of INSTACOIN, that are not statements of historical fact, 

constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involves known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results 

implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by words such as “expect”, “target”, 

“anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “would”, “if”, “may”, “possible”, “project” or words of 

similar meaning or form. However, these words are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. 

 

The law in certain jurisdictions may restrict or limit the sale and purchase of INCs. These jurisdictions include but are not limited 

to Canada, People’s Republic of China, Singapore, South Korea and the United States of America (including Puerto Rico, the 

U.S. Virgin Islands or any other US territories). The INCs are not being offered or distributed to, as well as cannot be resold or 

otherwise alienated by their holders to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence, location or their seat 

of incorporation in the country or territory listed above or where transactions with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner 

restricted by applicable laws or regulations. If such restricted person purchases INCs, such restricted person has done so on an 

unlawful, unauthorized and fraudulent basis and in this regard, will bear negative consequences. Aforesaid persons that 

participate in the fundraiser by providing false information about their citizenship, residency place and nationality, will breach the 

Terms of Sale of INCs and would entitle InstaPay to request such persons to compensate any damages and/or losses suffered due 

to this violation. You agree that you purchase, receive and hold the INCs at your own risk and that INCs are provided on an ‘as is’ 

basis without warranties of any kind, either express or implied. It is your responsibility to determine if you are legally allowed to 

purchase INCs in your jurisdiction and whether you can then resell INCs to another purchaser in any given jurisdiction. You bear 

the sole responsibility for determining or assessing the tax implications of your participation in the crowdsale, purchasing, or 

receiving and holding INCs in all respects and in any relevant jurisdiction. You represent and warrant to us that the contributed 

funds do not derive from any illegal activity and allow us appropriate Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Checks. You understand 

and accept that we may at any time and without any explanation reject any contribution on the basis of simple suspicion that the 

funds derive from illegal acts or that AML regulation was not honoured. 

 

This whitepaper may be updated or altered with the latest version of the white paper prevailing over previous versions. InstaPay 

& SA is not obligated to give you any notice of the fact or content of any changes. The latest version of the white paper in English 

is available at the website https://instacoins.io/. However, there is no obligation to update, supplement or correct this whitepaper 

or accompanying materials in any respect, or otherwise to provide you with access to any additional information. The information 

contained herein may from time to time be translated into languages other than English or used in the course of written 

or verbal 
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communications with existing and prospective token purchasers, customers, partners, etc. In the event of any conflicts or 

inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English language whitepaper, the provisions of 

this English language original document will prevail. 


